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Today in Turkey almost ,90% of business is considered «Small» (1).
Under this condition, the marketing problems of such a high ratio
represents a serious issue. What's more, as the name «small business» indicates, this group will have difficulty saving funds for research purposes. Therefore, any portion that is going to be invested
in research should be carefully thought out and planned in order
not to be wasted or turned in to a sunkcost. This paper would like
to consider a systematic approach to field research on the marketing
problems of small businesses in Turkey. The outline tor this topic
will be:
1) Approaches
2)

Methodology

3)

Applicability of research results to small business'es

APPROACHES
The first step in such a procedural way of thinking is classifying
the general problems of small businesses. Authors classify the problems of small businesse_s in various ways. For instance Böge groups
them as:
-

insufficiency and misuse of time

-

insufficiency of knowledge of the

e.~ecutive_ tor

business and

management functions and
Alev Baç, «Dünya'dan Ceşitli örneklerle Küçük İşletmelerin Kalkınmadaki
Rolü», paper delivered at: Dünya'da ve· Türkiye!de· Küçük İşletmelerin Kalkınma
daki Rolü Sempozyumu, (SEGEM: Ankara, 17-18 Ekim, 1983).
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- inflexibility against e:xternal changes and developments
Another way of grouping these problems is (3 ) :
-- the supply of raw materials
-- marketing
- education and qualified personnel
- placing and infrastructure
- coordination insufficiency
- financial problems
These examples might be increased but the basic problem for
the small business is the ability to recognise its own problems because it is -overruled by short term outstanding issues.
The second step in approaching this type of research is to channel the flow of thought towards general management problems in
small businesses. These will probably appear in :
-

management functions
resources and
conflicti-ng views in the minds of the individuals

What are the management problems is smaU busine·sse,s.?

Management problems in any business find their sources in several management functions. Some of these might be grouped as :
- plann_in~
- . organizing
- staffing
- leading and
- controlling
Trying to analyse the problems in this framework will bring one
to what is called «the managerial approach» since all these subtitles
have to be observed -and evaluated in block styles in relation to
planning - application - control processes.
Erine Böge, «Küçük İşletmeler ·İçin Bir Pazarlama Modeli Denemesi». pa(2 )
per deHvered at: Küçük İşletmelerin Pazarlama Problemleri ve Çözüm Yolları Sempozyumu, (SEGEM: lstanbul, 12-- 13 Aralıık. 1983).
Cemile Baykan, «Küçük İşletmelerin Sorunları ve Çözümü Hususunda öne(3 )
riler», paper delivered at: 'Küçük İşletmelerin Problemleri ve Çözüm Yolları Sempozyumu, (SEGEM: lstanbul, 12-13 Aralık, 1983).
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in «planning» the problems usually arise from conflicts between
objectives, decision making processes and in setting strategies and
policies. in «organizing», the customary problem$ arise due to formol
and informal organization, communication, growth stages and goals
ete. in «Staffing», problems arise with the selection of managers,
management appraisal and mana·g ement development. in «leading»,
0 researcher of management should be aware of motivation, leadership, c.ommunication and also of i-nternal and e:xternal modifiers.
When someone talks about management problems in relation to
the controlling function of o business, it means looking deeply into
the;
~

-

controlljng system
control techniques
control of performance and
control types (direct of indirect) (4 )

Another perspective to management problems might be looking
· into various resources of business which cover physical resources,
financial resources, human resources and organizational resources.
Since «marketing» has bec.ome very popular today and since
most companies have started to save comparatively larger portions
tor promotional and sales btJdgets, the outlook should not be on
physical and financial resources but on human and organizational
resources.
Management problems might also be found in conflicting views
within the business. These might be grouped as concrete and abs.t ract
views. Something concrete can be put on paper and can be measured
or it can be put in o formol solid mass that can be tangible. Abstract
conflicting views however, are intangible. it is diffic.ult to set some
kind of measurement criteria for them. Almost no theory suffices to
clearly eliminate the· conflict either from the minds of the individuals
or from the activities. For .instance, in a business, the necessary
performance criteria might be conflicting. Also ·goals and strategies
may be conflicting. Other conflict areas might be counted as :
-

lqng range planning vs. short range planning
proper organizational structure vs. family positioning

(4 )
This framework is driven out of Koontz, O'Donnel, Weinrich's Management
(fokyo: Mc Graw-Hill Series, 1980).
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-

business satisfaction vs. personel satisfac.tion
formol comrriunication vs. informal communication
wish vs. available resources
confidence vs. competition ete.

Among these, «satisfaction», «wish» and «confidence» testing,
tor instance, will be called abstract conflicting areas because in smaıı
businesses they never come floating to the surface.
METHODO!L OGV

As this paper itself implies, this is a top-to-bottom approach or
it can be said that it is deduçtive, starting by an overview of smaıı
business problemş, continuing to the manageme'nt problems of the
small business and foHowed by the problems of marketing mana·ge·ment. This methodology is necessary because the researcher will
finally ·realize that marketing problems will find· their roots in general
problems or if the inductive method is used, sum total of marketing
problems will lead to general problems. lf another title is searched
for .the paper, one might call it «replacing the marketing problems
of a small business in problems of small business management».
This is the way of thinking, .but to highlight this thinking (this
approach) by a research and for research 'methodology, open-end
questionaire designs and face to face interviews, 'backed -up by bare
eyed observational methods, unnoticed by the test units are advisable for the determination of prob1erns in small business in Turkey.
With open-end questionnaire designs or face to face interviews
one must be very cara.ful with tabulation and editing. Noting most
probable problem groups informally and being ready to add unnoted
ones as they come up somehow helps the proc.edure. This grouping
process is the most .crucial part of the methodologic thinking because at this point the problems of the three major divlsions which
have been mentioned at the beginning (small business general problems, management problems of small business and marketing problems of small business) have to coincide with each other.
The reason tor preferring this method is 'because as it is said
at the .begining, the small business manager or executive is extreemely involved in daily routine problems and procedures. Since·
small business is «Small» in production capacity and financially,
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those two factors seem to be the overruling problema tic areas.
saving money and time for the determination of other problems is
never thought of. Therefore the manager has the difficulty of stating
the real problem.
The overlaping of the three stepwise thİnkİng for problem definition, needs c.ommon groupİng criterİa. in fact thİs will lie iri looking at the problems :
inward-ou t
and/or
- outward-in
directions. This means trying to define the problem in the business
and out of the business, which is a research within the organization
5
and a research outside the organization with the customers ( ).
-

These two perspectives would fit to ali problem sources. One
can look at problems arousing from planning, staffing, controllin g
and from resources- or from conflictin g views internally and externally, using test units withİn the business or using test units outside
the business. Such an approach will also make the conflictin g views
obvious. The marketing problems lying in goal defİnition, mark~t or
market segment descrİption, market potential determination, forecasting and in selectİon of product-sales mix alternatives might appear due to planning, staffing, organizing or controllİng ete. or due
to wrong measurement criterİa (6 ).
HOW CAN THE RESEARCH RESULTS, FrND APPLICABILITV

The methodology that İS described İS useful for .problem idendifİcçıtion in small business. However another research is alwavs
needed tor the healthy applicatio n of the research results which
leads to problem solutions. That is because the organizational
structure or present staffing might not be ready for approvel or
solutions therefore might not be able to make use of the research
results. For instance H the research shows that the problem lies in
:«double boss» or «double function» for an individual, which is a Mehtap Köktürk, «Küçük İşletmelerin Pazarlama Sorunlar.i», paper delivered
u,
aıt: Küçük İşletme, lerin Pazarlama Problemleri ve Çözüm Yolları Sempozyum
1983).
Aralık,
12-13
lstanbul,
(SEGEM:
lbld.
(6)
(5 )
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staffing or organizational problem, stating the problem is not enough.
Maybe a behavioral research to find out the mostprobably acceptable way of c.hanging the situation might help. in this case one can
talk about:
-

direc.t ways
or
indirect ways

in direct methods one might find :
usefull.

on the job training
direct education
indirect education
a change of staff
a change of positions ete.

in indirect methods however, one might try to make use of the
present research by enabling the members to see the problem clearly
and also by making them talk about it, so that gradually they accept
the problem.
in working with small business for research purposes, the researcher must have a systematic way of thinking but fle:xible behavioral approach. He must be understanding but not overrule~ by
his understanding behavior. He must also be aware of hidden problems or hidden sources of problems because finding the problem
which is on the surfac.e might carry the researcher to a wrong direction.
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